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Table 2   Chronology of FENGYUN geostationary meteorological satellites

Satellite Launch date Instrument Nature Design Life

FY-2A 1997.6.10 VISSR(Visible and Infrared Spin Scan 
Radiometer) Experimental 3 years

FY-2B 2000.6.25 VISSR Experimental 3 years

FY-2C 2004.10.19 VISSR Operational 3 years

FY-2D 2006.12.8 VISSR Operational 3 years

FY-2E 2008.12.23 VISSR Operational 3 years

FY-2F 2012.1.13 VISSR Operational 4 years

1  Development of 
    FENGYUN Satellites
 
Since the initiation of FENGYUN (FY) meteorological 
satellite program in 1970, China has developed and 
successfully launched 6 polar-orbiting satellites and 6 
geostationary satellites. The FY polar-orbiting system 
has been upgraded to the new generation or FY-3 series 
with satellite payload instruments increased from 1 to 
10, extending the observation spectrum from visible 
and infrared to ultraviolet and microwave, and realizing 
three dimensional measurements of the atmosphere. 
The geostationary system, operating in dual satellite 
constellation with one as an orbital back-up, has become 
much stable and reliable for the service. 

At present, 7 FY satellites are in orbit and providing 

Table 1   Chronology of FENGYUN polar-orbiting meteorological satellites

Satellite Launch date Instrument Nature Design Life

FY-1A 1988.9.7
MVISR(Multichannel Visible Infrared 
Scanning Radiometer)

Experimental 2 years

FY-1B 1990.9.3 MVISR Experimental 2 years

FY-1C 1999.5.10 MVISR Operational 2 years

FY-1D 2002.5.15 MVISR Operational 2 years

FY-3A 2008.5.27
VIRR,MERSI,IRAS,MWTS,MWHS,MWRI,
SBUS,TOU,SIM,ERM,SEM

Experimental 3 years

FY-3B 2010.11.5
VIRR,MERSI,IRAS,MWTS,MWHS,MWRI,
SBUS,TOU,SIM,ERM,SEM

Experimental 3 years

services, including FY-1D, FY-2C/D/E/F and FY-3A/B. 
Table 1 and table 2 are the chronology of FENGYUN 
polar-orbiting and geostationary meteorological satellites 
respectively.  Figure 1 Shows the present layout of 
FENGYUN Satellites in orbit.

2  Data Distribution

FENGYUN satellite data are distributed to both domestic 
and international users via CMACast, internet, dedicated 
communication systems and manual service etc. The 
number of registered users at the FENGYUN satellite data 
center (http://satellite.cma.gov.cn) has increased from 
10,270 in 2009 to 22,732 in 2010 with 160,000 network 
access. In 2011, the network access reached 930,000 and 
the number of page viewers was 6180,000, 173% increase 
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provided by CMA to the public and government for 
decision making.

3.1  Monitoring of Strong Convection Weather

Strong convection weather monitoring is one of the 
main applications of meteorological satellite service. 
In 2011, FENGYUN satellites played an effective and 
timely role in monitoring heavy rainfalls and strong 
convection weathers over China, the products such as 
rainfall estimation, strong convection animation were 
generated by CMA for the public and government’s 
information which have been proved very important 
for disasters prevention and reduction. Figure 3 is an 
example of rainfall estimation products from FY-2E 
and Figure 4 is an example of rainstorm monitoring by 
FY-1D.

Figure 1   Present layout of FENGYUN satellites in orbit

Figure 2   Number of registered users from 2005 to 2011
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Figure 3   Rainfall eestimation by FY-2E (from 2010-5-5 to 
2010-6-26)
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Figure 4   Rainstorm monitoring by FY-1D (2010-6-19)

on that of 2010, and 1,778 newly registered users made 
the total registration to 24,655 (Figure 2).

Also, the manual service of FENGYUN satellite data 
increased sharply in the past two years. In 2010, 8,123,537 
documents, or 61.0 TB data were manually prepared and 
provided to users; and in 2011 the number exceeded 290 TB.   

Data provided by FENGYUN satellite ground application 
system are widely used in various areas, such as 
meteorological forecast, disaster prevention and reduction, 
ecological environment monitor, climate change research 
and diagnostic analysis and so on.

3  Weather and Natural 
    Disaster Monitoring 

In 2010-2011, FENGYUN satellites were operationally 
used to monitor weather and natural disaster around 
the world, such as dust storm, heavy fog, rainstorm and 
strong convection, tropical cyclone, monsoon, flood, 
forest and grassland fire, algae, straw burning, land 
surface temperature, vegetation growth and drought, 
etc. All monitored rustles and analysis were promptly 

3.2  Monitoring of Tropical Cyclone

The 2010–2011 saw active typhoon movements that 
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Figure 8   Monitoring image of sandstorm by FY-3A (2010-3-20)

affected China one after another in a concentrated time; 
several typhoons were often spotted at the same time, 
which was rarely seen in recent years. Six registered 
tropical cyclones successively landed on China’ southern 
or eastern costal areas in 2010 to make serious impacts, 
including No.2 “Conson”, No.3 “Chanthu”, No.6 “Lion 
Rock”, No.8 “Namtheun”, No. 10 “Meranti” and No.11 
“Fanapi”.  In 2011 again, six tropical cyclones visited China 
again, they were No.3 “Sarika”, No.4 “Haima”, No.5 “Meari”, 
No.8 “Nock-ten”, No.9 “Muifa” and NO.11 “Nanmadol”. 
The actions of all these typhoons were closely under 
the surveillance of FENGYUN satellites. Figure 5 shows 
monitoring of tropical cyclone “Fanapi” by FY-3A and 
Figure 6 reflects the profile of tropical cyclone “Muifa” 
generated from FY-3A Microwave data.

Figure 5   Monitoring of tropical cyclone “Fanapi” by FY-3A 
(2010-9-18)

Figure 6   Profile of tropical cyclone “Muifa” generated from FY-3A 
Microwave data (2011-8-7)

Figure 7   Monitoring image of hurricane IRENE by FY-3B 
(2011-8-29)
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In addition, the FENGYUN satellites data were widely 
used to monitor global ocean  storms in 2010 and 2011, 
such as Danielle, Earl, Fiona, Igor, Julia, Lisa, Matthew, 
Frank, Georgett, Phet, Karl and Irene, etc. Figure 7 is an 
example of monitoring of hurricane IRENE by FY-3B.

3.3  Monitoring of Sand and Dust

In 2010, sand and dust weathers were reported 12 times in 
China, including 7 sand storms and 1 severe dust weather, 
occurring mainly in March and April. The FENGYUN 
satellites data were effective in imaging the sand and 
dust storms and estimating the strength, to provide useful 
information for the forecasters at the national weather 
consultation meeting. Figure 8 Shows the monitoring of a 
sandstorm occurred in northern China in 2010 by FY-3A. 
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3.4  Monitoring of Environment and 
       Natural Hazards

In 2010 and 2011, FENGYUN satell ites continued 
its service on user’s requirement for environmental 
information, such as snow coverage, ice on rivers and 
lakes, forest fires, floods, oil leakage on the sea, volcanic 
ash cloud and vegetation’s growth, etc. Examples of 
environmental service include the marine oil pollution in 
the Gulf of Mexico in April, 2010(Figure 9); the forest fires 
near Moscow, Russia in July, 2010 (Figure10); the Iceland 
volcanic ash cloud in 2010(Figure11); Thailand flood water 
in 2011(Figure12); he Chinese snow coverage (Figure 
13), the significant change of ice extent in the Bohai Sea 
from January to March 2010(Figure14). During rainy 
season (often after March), Information of the water body 

Figure 9   Monitoring image of marine oil pollution in the Gulf of 
Mexico (American part) by FY-3A/MERSI (2010-4-28)

Figure 10   Fire monitor of Moscow forest fire by FY-3A/VIRR 
(2010-7-31)

Figure 11   Monitoring image of Iceland volcanic eruption by FY-
3A/MERSI (2010-5-8)

Figure 12   Comparison of 3D monitoring images of Thailand 
water regime by FY-3A/MERSI (between 2011-7-7 and 
2011-10-10)

changes of China’s seven big rivers, and large lakes, such 
as Dongting Lake, Poyang Lake and the three-gorges 
in the Yangtse’s hydrological regime are generated from 
satellites data available and provided for the government 
for decision making.
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3.5  Monitor of Polar Region’s 
        Sea Ice and Ozone

(1) Monitoring Sea Ice in Summer Northern Greenland 
With the joint influence of wind power and the North 
Atlantic Drift, the sea ice in the north of Greenland Sea 
cracks and melts from June to September every year, the 
FY-3/MERSI measurements (250 m resolution) watched 
the ice deformation in detail in 2010 and 2011. The ice 
chunks in the south of northeastern Greenland Island and 
in the north of Denmark harbor were pictured successively 
at four moments of the year and they are shown below 
(Figure15–18). 

The FY-3/MERSI image (250 resolution) has been 
proved useful for continuous detailed watching of ice 
down to the kilometer size. Long-term monitoring and 
comparison of sea ice deformation in the north pole area 
each year might give some auxiliary information for the 
analysis of weather and climate variation. 

(2) North Pole Low Ozone Area Monitored by FY-3A in 
2011 

At the beginning of March, 2011, the instrument of 
Total Ozone Unit (TOU) on the FY-3A satellite detected a 
significant low ozone area overhead the North Pole(Figure 
19), the total ozone amount of which was measured at 
about half of the average in normal conditions and in 
some part the total ozone value was close to the standard 
ozone hole (220DU; the Dobson Unit, used to measure the 
total atmospheric ozone column; one DU equals to one 
thousandth of a centimeter air column under a standard 
atmospheric pressure at 0℃, and the average atmospheric 
ozone column content is about 300DU), and it lasted for 
2 months till 24th, April, 2011. Similar situation was only 
found once with the assistance of satellite record in 1997, 
but the duration of low ozone value in 2011 is longer than 

Figure 13   Comparison of 3D monitoring image of snow in Yumin 
County, Xinjiang by FY3A/MERSI (March, 2010)

Figure 14   Monitoring image of the ice in the Bohai Sea by FY3A/
MERSI (2010-1-13)

Figure 15   Comparison of images of sea ice in June, 2010 and June, 2011. The initial state of ice is basically similar.
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Figure 16   Comparison of images of sea ice in July, 2010 and July, 2011. Large ice chunk broke away from the main body

Figure 17   Comparison of images of sea ice in August, 2010 and August, 2011. The overall structure cracked

Figure 18   Comparison of images of sea ice in September, 2010 and September, 2011. Inside ice moved outward and new ice began to form
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that in 1997, and the lowest value in 2011 is below the 
value in 1997, much closer to the standard ozone hole.  

Though the ozone amount in the Arctic region was not 
low enough for the alarm of an ozone hole, the finding 
of the low ozone value in the north pole is significant 
considering the population in the northern hemisphere and 
the influence of ultraviolet ray on human health. 

FY-3A/TOU caught the genesis and evolution of 
the North Pole low ozone area where the total ozone 
maintained at about 250DU at early stage. The white color 
in the central part of figure 19 represents polar night, which 
has no observation data.

Figure 19   Distribution of total ozone in the North Pole, 26th, 
March, 2011 (FY-3A/TOU)

Figure 20   The demonstration project of FY-3 satellite space 
weather applications, the three-dimensional display and 
application software of radiation belt energetic particles
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4  Space Weather

The Space Environment Monitors (SEM) onboard FY-2 
and FY-3 can monitor the flux and energy spectrum of 
solar X-ray, high-energy proton, high-energy electron 
and heavy ion in the polar orbit and the geostationary 
orbit. They are important data sources for space weather 
forecast and warning. The three-dimensional display and 
application software of radiation belt energetic particle, 
one of the demonstration projects for FY-3 satellite space 
weather applications, can extrapolate the energetic particle 
monitoring data of FY-3 satellite to get the distribution 
of energetic particle in the altitude range of 400–1000 
kilometers, thus to provide service for the safety of 
aircrafts flying in this altitude range(Figure 20). The SEM 

data of FENGYUN satellites have been used in routine 
space weather forecast and warning, providing safety 
guarantee for the launch and rendezvous of Chang’e II, 
Tiangong I and Shenzhou VIII. Figure 21 shows the real-
time monitoring image of space weather by FY-2D/2E. 

Figure 21   Real-time monitoring image of space weather by FY-2D/2E

5  Future Plan

With growing demands for weather and climate information for 
disaster prevention and reduction, climate change response, 
and for the development of science and society, it is important 
for further development of Fengyun satellites and upgrade of 
applications to higher level.

The Fengyun program will continue to support major 
development projects such as the third batch of FY-2 satellite, 
the second batch of FY-3 satellite, FY-4 satellite and ground 
application system, in order to comprehensively enhance the 
satellite observational capacity with high temporal and special 
resolution and in all-weather conditions; to  develop the three-
dimensional sounding of the atmosphere for the support of 
weather forecast; to improve the quality of satellite data and 
products and promote the satellite applications in the fields 
such as weather, climate, disaster prevention and reduction, 
ecotype, agriculture and forestry. 


